Corrections to the electromagnetic properties of two-nucleon systems are examined by means of the relativistic two-body equation. An effective addition to the potential is derived, which describes the properties of the system in an external electromagnetic field. In particular, the correction to the deuteron's quadrupole moment is evaluated to lowest order in the meson-nucleon coupling. The result, for pseudoscalar (pseudoscalar) symmetric theory, is nQ= -1.3&(10~'(g'/4w) cm'.
I. INTRODUCTION
'N this paper, we shall employ the relativistic two-'~b ody equation' ' to consider the nucleon-recoi1 corrections to the electromagnetic properties of a twonucleon system coupled by a pseudoscalar (pseudoscalar) symmetric meson field. Assuming the nucleons to be bound by the instantaneous interaction, and treating retardation eGects as perturbations, we shall. derive an operator whose matrix elements will describe the altered properties of the system in the presence of an external electromagnetic field.
As is well known, the magnetic moment of the deuteron is not additive, that is, gz = p~+1+» -0.022 nuclear magnetons, where pD, )i) +1, » are the deuteron, proton, and neutron moments, respectively.
Besides the admixture of D state due to the noncentral character of the binding forces, two other sources of this nonadditivity exist. On the basis of meson theory, a nucleon's magnetic moment is (apart from the proton's spin moment) attributed to its interaction with its self-mesonic field. It' is, therefore, to be expected, according to this theory, that the overlapping of the self-fields of the neutron and proton in the deuteron should produce a deviation from additivity. At present, of course, it is not even possible to account for the individual moments 6eld-theoretically. However, one can argue that in any case these overlap corrections are not as important as those coming from that part of the-currents of the bound nucleons themselves, which arises from the nucleon recoils upon exchange of virtual mesons. This second source of nonadditivity is not strictly independent of the erst, nor is the degree of their interaction known. Presumably, however, since the deuteron is a loose structure, the nucleons spending most of their time outside one another's range, it may be expected that the recoil effects dominate. These, as well as relativistic kinematical corrections to the moments are. included in the proper relativistic equation.
In any case, as we have mentioned, the theory is
II. THE EFFECTIVE ADDITION TO THE POTENTIAL
We write the two-body equation in the presence of the field F"",as
r, (r) 1 r,
where the isotopic spin dependence of the electromagnetic terms insures that each nucleon has the appropriate coupling to the field. We assume the unperturbed problem for zero field to have been solved, andtreat the electromagnetic terms as small corrections, consistent with the smallness of e. In this fashion, we shall derive an effective addition to the two-particle potential whose matrix elements will. correspond to various electromagnetic eGects such as quadrupole and 
e'= 2(1+F8"')e, P'= 2(l P+l N)+2(l P l~)~2 ")~- The diagonal terms yield, as usual, the energy shifts:
In the case where the external Geld is time-dependent, and, therefore, the system is no longer conservative, the nondiagonal matrix elements of the right-hand side of Eq. (6) At+As has been. assumed time-independent, as is necessary for a AE to be dined. ' This is the lowest order result, as expected; that is, to this approximation the magnetic moment is the sum of the individual ones, while the quadrupole moment also reduces to the usual expression. Equation (9) We see from Eq. (12) that +IzGtGsIg)G& exp(sP"X"), (14) where X=-, '(xt+xs).
One can similarly define a V "for transition problems where the perturbation induces jumps between states m and e. It is to be noted that, unlike the usual potentials, V is energy dependent, being a function of the energies of the states between which it is to be taken; this is so because in removing the center-of-mass dependence, we have partially made V into a matrix element.
Comparing Eq. (13) with Eq. (9), we see that the retardation corrections to the lowest-order operator, At+As, are given by V"" for the state m, V"" is i.n general an integral operator, as is to be expected, since the eGect of the recoils is to smear out the contact between the fields. Also, in the sense that V "depends on the energy of the state, it is velocity dependent; however, in practice the binding is small and V is essentially independent of it.
We now proceed to a more explicit evaluation of DE"&') . In momentum space, the expression for hE"(') may be written as
XGs (s P -p') Ig (p' -p") judas (p")(dp) (dp') (dp") +term with I~and Ig interchanged, (15) where we have set:
f (xt, xs) =exp(sP"X) (2or) ' e'o'*P"(p)(dp), (16a) P"(xt, xs) = exp( -iP"X)(2or) -' X e-' *y"(p)(dp), (16b) hE "'= -s(Tt -Ts) 'Jt ltnp(r&, r&", t&)yo )&dr&'G&(r&"f&, x&) (xtxs~IgG,G,Ig +IRG1G2IA~xt xs )G&(x& r&~& )'yo )& dr&"'fnp(r&"', r&', t&'), (12) where use has been made of Eq. (11) "'= 2i(2~) ') 4++*(P) {Vo"'Vo"'@»~-XI(+1+2' +1 +2 ) (&f+) (d+ )d(X X )1 (1oc) G(') (P) = (7'*'P+~) ' (16d) I (p p' P)=A (p-p')P (lP-P).
+A (p p')P (l-P+p), (1g) where A (p) is the transform of A (x), and -[(p y )2+@2)s~12 igog(1) . g (2)yo (1) [(2P+Po" -II)') '»"'A) (P' -P")
X4 (P")(&P) (dP') (dP") +same with p"~p"", A (p)~A ( -p), and po(')yo(o&()»(2P~po H') 'yo ' A~-+ o(oA '(iP~po jj!)-170(1)~o(2) 812 (20) To arrive at Eq. (20) we have einployed the fact that A(ap)=A(ay)S(spo). The integrations over p,, p, " are carried out with the usual prescription, assigning small negative imaginary parts to the masses. The result with P -2E and I' -2E", the binding energies, set equal to zero is: and P= p,+po, p=-', (pi -p2).
We transcribe Eq. (11) into momentum space in order to exhibit the explicit relative energy dependence «4++(p):
The Fourier transforms of I& and I& are easily seen to be
The form of this correction in coordinate space is of interest. Recalling Eq. (13), we find that V "(r, r') = ',i (2w-) o{go(')yo( ) 8) Eo(pr) X [A+"'(r -r')yo ' A i(r')+A+&" (r -r')yo(')A 2(r')) +I vo"'A i(r)A+"'(r -r')+vo"'Ao(r)A+"'(r -r') j X&o(pr')vo ' vo "O»}. (22) V is a velocity-independent integral operator, owing to the presence of the positive energy projection operators. 
where yI, are the usual spin functions, and
&2, p are the spin-up and -down functions, respectively.
With this information, we c.an reduce all terms to radial integrals:
of '51 and 'D1 states:7 rP(r) = u(r)'JJipi +2o(r)'JJ121 . In a spin-triplet state, (&r&') &2&2)) = 1; we also employ the following spin information:
+2o2L(0+px2)E0 -(97 -36(6)'*)xE1/105j). (32) In the above, the s' and r' represent derivatives with respect to P' acting on &0 Before going on with the actual evaluation, we must reduce the &»'s and y's to Pauli form in the usual way.
This gives hE "& in terms of p~&++), the desired nonrelativistic wave functions, gg(2) -2 (2&r) 2(g2/42r) (2~) 2eI7JI y 2 (++) (p)
Calling the quantity in brackets W(r), we may write it in the following way after carrying out the diGerentiations:
+o. &')e'2') sine) j -6xEifa&')+-+a")g (27) Where X=I', S12 --(3&2&" r &' &r 2)r)r, a~a,+ia"---We can now proceed to take expectation values between ground-state wave functions, which are the usual sums An approximate evaluation may be made, which employs the asymptotic forms of I and m throughout; this will give a slight overestimate of the actua& figures.
We shall keep here only the I' terms, which is sufhcient for our accuracy. = --', eq) @", *(3z' r')y",. d-r I --, 'eq (2M) ' P". , *p'(3s' -r')P", dr. (37) f' Compare the result of F. Villars, Phys. Rev. S6, 476 (1952) that DQ= -3.7X10 "(g'/4'-) cm'. However, the two calculations differ in several respects. First, Villars did not employ the twobody equation. Second, he used the total interaction, rather than the retarded part, to compute the recoil effects. This counts the instantaneous contribution twice, since its effect is already taken into account through use of bound-state wave functions. Third, he employed different wave functions.
Any eGects from the second term on the right-hand side of Kq. (37) are of the order of (p/2M)' of the leading term, for p'/(2M)' represents less than the average value of (n/c)' in the deuteron, since the r' in Eq. (37) 
